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Letter from the editor
This time of the year people tend to become a little nostalgic, and we too have looked back
over a year with 4 quarterly editions. I am pleased that everyone gets to see or gets reminded
every three months or so about what has gone down, and I think it is essential in keeping record for the sake of good practice, but also to treasure good memories.
I realised this year that a good picture can mean different things. Sometimes a picture is good
in clarity and lay out, but might not be very exciting, and other times the action caught is good
and exciting, but the clarity isn’t great. As is the case with our front page picture, which is actually a frozen frame from a video clip that I managed to scrounge from someone that wasn’t
even on the mannerun! The aim is always to present the best possible imagery, but it is often
a choice between good quality vs what people would enjoy looking at.
Please have a look at the gravel travel outing invitation that Mike and Ann is extending to
everyone on page 16—it is bound to be a great drive! Don’t take too long to respond! Also
take note of the photo competition information on page 13 and keep your cameras close by.
As before, thank you to everyone who contributed regularly and to everyone who did when
requested to do so. This newsletter is entirely dependent information and sharing by our
members. And we did it. 4 newsletters. Well done everyone.

So all that’s left to say is

MERRY CHRISTMAS

!!!

May 2017 be just as awesomely bushy and rocky as this year was.

Yours in dust

Inge

CHAIRMAN’S YEAR END REPORT
With another year coming to an end, we as a club can look back at another year which has been eventful, challenging, exciting for some, but I am sure everyone will agree that everyone had fun. The year has
not been without it challenges and obstacles, starting at the AGM in February when we could not fill a full
complement of the committee. However, the committee was still able to cope with all the demands, and
all events and outings went off without any problems. And we need to thank everyone involved in the organising of the events.
This year the club has managed to bring out a “Bush Telegraph” every quarter, and I am sure everyone
will agree that they have been bumper issues, with interesting articles, photos and run reports.
The clubs new clothing range is available and we will be placing orders in the new year, so please place
your orders, or supply your own Navy blue golf shirts and Jackets if you require, so that they can be sent
in for the embroidery in one batch.
A great Christmas Run was held at Sitrus Oewer in Kirkwood, it was well attended and really makes all
the hard work and arrangements worthwhile in the end to see so many members taking the time out to
attend.
I am sure that 2017 will be another year with its own challenges, but I am sure that we as a club will pull
through and make it another successful year. However, in order to make it successful we need members
to stand up and assist where needed, to fill positions on the committee, supply content for the magazine
or even organizing a social with a difference if they know of a place or venue.
We would like to bring out a membership card for 2017, this will entitle you to receive discounts at certain
stores which we will call “Discount Partners” on presentation of the card. If anyone knows of any store
that we could approach and would like to become a “Discount Partner” of the club please let us know, the
stores names will be printed on the card.
I would like to thank everyone on the committee for all their hard work throughout the year for making this
year a success, and to the members that make it all worthwhile in the end.
So, that’s it folks till the new year. If you are travelling please drive safely, even safer is keep on the dirt
roads. For those of you who are lucky enough to be at home this festive season, with nothing to do, like
Myself and Ann, will be doing just that, from Elands River to Gamkas kloof “Die Hel” via Groot Rivier
Poort and Swart Berg Pass. We will be doing 6 Mountain Passes in 6 days. If there is anyone that would
like to join us on this legendary trip, please contact me. See full itinerary further in the magazine.
Merry Christmas to all and a Prosperous New Year filled with happiness and good fortune.
Until 2017 keep the rubber on the dirt and the dust in the air.
Mike
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Announcements
Meet Catherine McCleland—the newest addition to
Braddon and Christine’s family:

Also look out for another stork delivery next year some time. Can you guess who?
And then the long awaited engagement of
Mike Bezuidenhout and Ann van der Berg. Congratulations!

We have heard wedding bells ringing elsewhere for next year as well. Do you know who?
PLEASE SEND US YOUR ANNOUNCEMENTS!
WE WILL ONLY PLACE THE DETAILS WITH YOUR CONSENT
4

Date:
Area:
Trail grade:

1 October 2016
Lorraine
Smooth tile and
carpet
Total distance: Just around the fire
and the table

It was pouring. And it looked like no event could
possibly be successful in such weather. And then
the FWDCSAPE had a social. And a very successful social at that! One would imagine that people
would prefer to crawl in underneath a duvet and
watch a movie, yet the people kept arriving, despite
the miserable weather. It was very refreshing to see
that a bit of wet will not put off a true 4x4’er.
The time was spent
chatting away, including
many a flooding tale,
and from time to time
we listened to the alternating sounds of rain,
the frog in the corner by
the front door, and Duncan’s selection of tunes.
We had a nomadic braai, which required some encouragement from time to time, but the meat still
got done and the accompanying breads and salads were a hit.

Each person found their spot, including the children, and if they weren’t
splashing in the rain, they were checking out the cool tv games and gadgets
around. The different topics of conversation were most interesting, especially
when you couldn't hear what is being said on the other side of the room, but
tried to follow the descriptive arm manoeuvres.
Towards the end we had the
long awaited prize-giving to
officially close off the beach
clean-up, with the presentation of certificates to the participating children, and the lucky draw prizes handed out
to some very pleased audience members.

Thanks to Mike and Ann for allowing us to invade your home for the evening. Your willingness to always
make things work is much appreciated.
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Date:
22-23 October 2016
Area:
Patensie
Trail grade:
4-5
Total distance:
240km
Total vehicles:
6
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The report for this run did not come in the usual format, but nevertheless, it came with photos and descriptions, which is more than what we get most of the time. Very impressive Pierre!

Starting at Mount Ingwe and a visit to the Museum. Having a break and a liner for the morning.

These pictures are where road was blocked by tree and
we had to chop open. Top left before, top during, bottom left after.
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This is the view from the top and then road to the
camp site.

Mens kan mos nie ‘n road trip eindig sonder om iets te eet
nie. Op Elands pad hier gestop en lekker tuisgemaakte
kaas, koekies, en fudge gekoop. Die koeie ontmoet wat
die melk verskaf en toe die pad huis toe gevat.

Date:
11 November 2016
Area:
Kirkwood
Trail grade:
Total distance:
170km
Total vehicles
13
Number of people:
33

Our Christmas run this year was held nice and early to try and avoid all the interference
factors that are usually found this time of the year— school exams, people going away on
holiday, other year end functions and simply being too tired to want to leave the house.
The Sitrusoewer river camp site presented the perfect venue for out last get together for
the year. It surprised with many a beautiful sight.! On one end a lane of trees that created
an enchanted forest feel, the other rounded off with a very crafty and creative succulent
garden for a stroll down memory lane.

In front of our tents and the chalets,
we found ourselves next to the
Sundaysriver water edge, with the
sun glistening off the water while
the birds chattered away building
their nests. A few brave children
made sure the canoes were used very well.
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People started arriving on Friday afternoon with a lovely mist of rain, and by mid Saturday morning everyone had settled into either a tent or a chalet. The guys set off on the run which was reportedly short
and sweet. The views from the top of the mountain was described by those who didn’t have to replace
tires as beautiful. Eckardt and Branden suffered almost instant air pressure loss when they rubbed
tyres with the friendly rocks on way. So short and sweet, but rough too!

We managed to catch Kirkwood’s Jacaranda trees in the full glory, and
could even be seen from the top. Having the town close by really
helped for topping up or fetching those things that ran out or were forgotten at home.
While the boys were away playing, the girls decided to try and practice doing a line dance for after dinner. Some confusion about the correct steps for achy-breaky heart broke out, and we had to import a
specialist consultant to show us the way. Deon did a fabulous job at coordinating and organising our
haphazard flapping into organised steps.
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Everyone came back safe and sound and the stories from the trip were relayed to those who stayed
behind.
And then, the camp site went quiet …..
It was like the world had come to an end and people had evacuated
planet earth, but for the one corner in the lapa, where the television
was broadcasting some very serious information. The Bokke were
playing against England, and the tensions in the room was palpable.
Even the special supporter underpants was squeezing and could
unfortunately not save the Bokke from defeat.
But, life has to go on, a man has to eat,
and the preparations for the evening came
underway. The atmosphere was
unmistakably Christmassy, with fairy
lights, baubles and Michael Bublé in the
background. The food was mouthwateringly delicious, to the extent that an
announcement was made that the
pumpkin fritters were found to be faulty,
and that people should stop dishing them
up, simply in an effort to secure more for
those who were absolutely hooked!
We finished the evening off with the attempted line dancing that
again required male guidance, this time with Branden helping out
too. It was clearly a daunting activity, as we did not seem to get
anyone from the crowd who was willing to join in :-) However, have
you ever seen adults play musical chairs with such vigour that you
would require a helmet and a back brace to survive?! Just to be
won by the daintiest of all—elegant Elna!
Settling in for the night came with its challenges, but it was hoped that it would a peaceful one. But my
golly, the noises were fascinating! The different snoring rhapsodies were discussed in the morning, with
Ann saying she thinks its Eckardt or Leon that snores like a lion roaring. There was also a duck in the
middle of the night pulling a disoriented rooster stunt, as if the sun was coming up—but Ann reckons this
too might have been someone’s snoring signature!

In the morning some “over a cup of coffee” conversations were
had, and Leon and Zelda concocted some Egg–in-a-nest muffins
that was like a mini breakfast in a cup. Quick and easy, and so
yum!
So needless to say, the recipe was shared and this is how it goes,
with some internet search additions for variation too:

Recipe for Egg-in-a nest
Ingredients
Slices of bread / grated potato
Chopped mushrooms and unions
Grated cheese
Eggs










Place the slice of bread as bottom layer
in your muffin pan. Some people
prefer using grated potato as the
bottom layer.

Next put your chopped
mushrooms and unions in the
bread cup.
The next layer could either be
your egg or your cheese,
whichever you prefer.
Season to taste
Finish off by cooking over slow
heat.
And enjoy!

(See page 14 for some more food ideas)
Even though the wind might have had people pack up earlier than planned, with the children who still had
to go an study for exams the next day, it was most definitely an event that was as usual thoroughly
enjoyed and very well arranged. A very special thank you to Margaret and Ann who always spend hours
behind the scenes making these arrangements, despite the fact that they too must be tired and fed-up
after a very long year.





Photo competition open to all members and non-members.
Send one high resolution photo of your holiday with your 4x4.

All photos must have been taken between 1 December 2016 and 31 January 2017.


State where and when the photo was taken.


Competition closes 31 January 2017.



All photos will be shown at the AGM and the winner will be chosen by a vote at the AGM in February.



The best member photo will receive an awesome prize, and best non-member will receive a one year
free membership to the Four Wheel Drive Club of Southern Africa – Port Elizabeth.


Only one photo per family.

So, let all your friends and family know!
Please send your photo to – info@fwdcsape.co.za
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Fun food ideas from www.foodnetwork.ca
(Please note that these suggestions/tips have not been tested and we cannot take responsibility
for failed application or disappointment in effectiveness)

Paper Bag Bacon
“Here's a great way to treat campers to bacon and eggs for breakfast — with no frying pans or plates to
clean up afterwards. Simply line the bottom of a paper bag with a few strips of bacon to create a fatty
"bacon nest" then crack in a couple of eggs. Fold the bag over, attach it to the end of a stick and roast
over hot coals for about 7 to 10 minutes. Eat right out of the bag — but be careful it doesn't wind up all
over your lap!”

Eggs in a Bottle
“Transporting eggs from the fridge, to the cooler, to the car, to the campsite — it's practically a given
you'll break a few along the way. To prevent this from happening, as well as saving some space, break
your eggs ahead of time, scramble them up and pour into a plastic water bottle. At The campsite, simply
pour them into the pan and get ready for scrumptious scrambled eggs!”

Pancakes To Go
“For super simple morning-ready flapjacks, premix pancake ingredients in a plastic bag, store in a
cooler, then snip a corner off to dispense when the griddle is ready. You'll have pancakes ready in
mere minutes”

One Cup Coffee Bags
“Feel like starting the day with a fresh cup of java, but aren’t keen on lugging a coffeemaker to the
campsite? Here’s the solution: fill a coffee filter with a scoop of ground coffee and tie it tightly with some
dental floss. You now have a teabag-style “coffee bag” perfect for making a single cup — just add hot
water and voilà!”
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Campfire Cones
“S'mores may be a campfire staple, but these chocolate and marshmallow filled cones of delight are
sure to become the next family favourite. Simply stuff a waffle cone with some chocolate chips, mini
marshmallows, peanut butter chips and whatever else strikes your fancy. Wrap in foil and toss into the
campfire until everything gets melty and gooey, and prepare to have your mind blown”

Seasoning in Straws
“When cooking over a campfire, you don't want food to taste bland, but you also don't want to pack up
the contents of your entire spice drawer. The solution is to pour small amounts of the seasonings you'll
be using into plastic straws, and seal up each end by heating with a lighter. Label with a sharpie, and
you're ready to whip up some tasty campfire cuisine.”

Crescent Rolls on a Stick (Stokbrood in Afrikaans!)
“Looking for something easy, fun and downright delicious to add some panache to your next camping
trip? Then grab a canister of crescent roll dough from the grocery store (a bag of bread dough from
SPAR) and take it camping with you. Wrap the dough around a stick and roast over the campfire. For
a more meal-worthy campfire treat, skewer a hot dog on the stick first, then wrap with dough and roast
away!”

DEPART MONDAY 26 DECEMBER AND RETURN SATURDAY 31 DECEMBER
DAY 1 – MONDAY 26 DECEMBER
PORT ELIZABETH TO WILLOWMORE VIA GROOT RIVIER POORT +- 150KM. STAY AT FINCHLEY FARM CAMPSITE.

DAY 2 – TUESDAY 27 DECEMBER
FINCHELY FARM CAMPSITE TO KLAARSTROOM THEN 7KM ON N12 ON TAR, BACK ON R407 GRAVEL TO
BUSHMAN VALLEY CAMPSITE VIA KREDOUW PASS NEAR PRINCE ALBERT. +- 200KM.

DAY 3 – WEDNESDAY 28 DECEMBER
BUSHMAN VALLEY CAMPSITE TO SWARTBERG PASS ONTO OTTO DU PLESSIS ROAD TO
BO PLAAS GUEST FARM AT THE END OF GAMKAS KLOOF “DIE HEL” VIA ELANDS PASS. +- 60KM

DAY 4 – THURSDAY 29 DECEMBER
EXPLORING AND SIGHT SEEING IN GAMKAS KLOOF “DIE HEL”

DAY 5 – FRIDAY 30 DECEMBER
LEAVE BO PLAAS GUEST FARM BACK TO SWARTBERG PASS VIA ELANDS PASS RIDE BALANCE OF SWARTBERG
PASS TO “KOBUS SE GAT” ONTO R328 TAR TURN OFF TOWARDS CANGO MOUNTIAN CAMPSITE. GRAVEL TO
DE RUST LEFT FOR 4KM ON TAR. RIGHT ONTO GRAVEL ON R332 TO NUWEKLOOF PASS ONTO GRASNEK PASS
TO DOORNKLOOF

DAY 6 – SATURDAY 31 DECEMBER
DOORNKLOOF TO BERG PLAAS VIA GRASNEK PASS AND HOLGAT PASS DOWN COMBRINKS PASS TO PATENSIE
AND BACK TO PORT ELIZABETH.

IF THERE IS ANYBODY THAT WOULD LIKE TO JOIN IN ON THE AMAZING TRIP PLEASE
CONTACT MICHAEL ON 082 372 8498 FOR FULL ITINERARY OF THE TRIP
AND TO ARRANGE FOR BOOKINGS ALONG THE WAY.
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Upcoming Events
Things to look out for in 2017





An Amazing race
Another visit to Geelkrans especially for those who missed out
A long distance trip—Vleesbaai perhaps?
And wouldn’t you love to know what else!

SAVE THE DATE: FIRST RUN FOR

2017 - 7 January

The Meadows—Elandsriver (R200 per vehicle)
Camping details will follow with run information email

Club merchandise

There are options for getting yourself donned in club gear.
You can either order a t-shirt as per the picture @ R90, a golf shirt @R150
or you could supply your own navy blue/black shirt/fleece top
and Ann will have it embroidered for you @ R25 per badge.
Caps can also be done.
Please note that prices might be subject to change in the new year.
THOSE WHO ORDERED WINE PLEASE CONTACT ANN IF YOU HAVEN”T COLLECTED YET

The Steering Wheel (Committee)
The Head Gasket (Chairperson)

Vacant

The Vice-Grip (Vice-chairperson)

Michael Bezuidenhout

The Wallet (Secretary/Treasurer)

Margaret van Niekerk

The Winch (Public Relations Officer)

Deon Strydom

Pathfinder 1 (Run Coordinator 1)

Marius van Niekerk

Pathfinder 2 (Run Coordinator 2)

Vacant

The Fuse Box (Website Management)

Braddon McCleland

The Hooter (The Social Coordinator)

Ann van der Berg

The Antenna (Radio Officer )

Johan Fourie

The Manual (Newsletter Officer)

Inge Elliott

For any information, contact us on info@fwdcsape.co.za
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Code of Conduct
Members to abide by the following general principles:
Be considerate and helpful to all
Keep your vehicle mechanically sound
Adhere to laws and regulations
Obtain permission before entering private or state land
Leave all gates as found
Keep to roads and tracks
Drive responsibly at all times
Prevent soil erosion
Respect wildlife, plants and trees

Also please note:
NO DOGS ON RUNS
Why?


Dogs who don’t know each other generally don’t like each other and can result in fights.



Children attend the runs and are sometimes scared of the dogs.



Dogs tend to urinate on other people’s things, including tents, which makes the trip very unpleasant usually not for the owner of the dog.



Dogs leave landmines, and you can imagine how someone must feel if they step in it and don’t even
own a dog.

We understand that runs often offer the ideal space for a dog to be able to run freely, and they are
wonderful pets, but even if your dog is well trained, it is safer to rather not bring them along.
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Run protocol
Please make bookings for runs through the run coordinators, and not
through info@fwdcsape.co.za.
Please be punctual for run briefings.
Members who bring guests will be held responsible for the behaviour of their
guests.
The run coordinator is in charge of the run. Any deviations need to be approved by him.
Tyre pressures to be let down in accordance with instructions from the run
coordinator—this is imperative in the prevention of soil erosion.
No alcohol on runs
Convoy speed is 100km/h
Every driver to ensure they can see the following vehicle & always wait at
turn-offs for the following vehicle.
If and when you lose sight of the vehicle behind you - stop and wait for them
to catch up again.
Every following vehicle to endeavour to keep the leading vehicle in sight.
Take note of who is leading and trailing you. If they disappear, inform run coordinators ASAP.
Remain in the order in which you set out.
When going through gates the first person will leave the gate open with a
rock on the gate pole. The last person is to always remove the rock and
close the gate.
Stops will be planned for the route - these are to be adhered to.
At obstacles, leave the vehicle in front of you sufficient room, enough to reverse if he needs to. When stopping on steep hills, bear the following vehicles in mind, which might have to pull away against that incline.
When leaving premises always take with what you brought. Do not leave
any rubbish behind for the farm owners. Even if drums are provided.

See you at the next run and come and enjoy the day in the bush!
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